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Modern Bride

It’s a suicide
without the dying
part. There’s a sting
from the needle,
then the light stays on.
It feels like a fl eck
of memory got stuck
in the corner
of your open mouth.

You lift your dress up
to share the cuts
along your thigh
that stopped bleeding
years ago. The scars
shaped like a fl ower’s

stem--thorns pointing
to a birthmark
large enough to see
but small enough
to stop any questions.

The last note you left
is folded in my wallet--
blackouts get easier
if you color out
side the lines.
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Zero-Sum (Repetition, Noise and No Direction Home)

Fireworks are not enough
kindling to jump-start the little
plans on your lips. Too much

vodka is just another disappointment
in a long line of rejections--
the perfect reaction to lack

of honesty is the romantic notion
that I have a choice between you
and her. My last cup of coffee

is bitter, her last words a chainsaw--
I slap the paper from your hand
read the note she left behind.

The more you’re sorry the more I count
on your memory to cast shadows
over our bedroom. I’m tired of waiting

for a story that sounds different
than a hangover-- the smell of sex
reminds me that every promise

we carved in sand doesn’t mean
a thing. The last time we kissed
I thought of the fi rst time I saw

the Charles River, the water
was brown and still-- my hands
too cold to feel your face.  
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What I Learned at 33 1/3

She’s a nice girl. Not my type--
I like smooth shiny girls, hardboiled
and loaded with sin.
                     Raymond Chandler

The way she holds a gun reminds me
of a recurring dream: I’m waiting
for her to say anything and the rain burns 

up the shadows. I always wake
to a half empty bed and my penance
is hard to swallow and it hurts

like only L.A. can hurt; a woman
throws a kiss meant for you
but it’s caught by a stranger.

I’ll be alone and wonder about her
voice, how it can twist the past
until it becomes our future.

She wears a crucifi x and believes
the moon can turn a yellow cloud
into an outline of a fi st-- 

this city is full of the dead, the dying
and the bored. She tells me sunset
is the wrong side of the tracks--

I tell her I want to be baptized,
buried and forgotten by the end
of this lost weekend.
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Waiting for Lyn Lifshin

Imagine her age
is a prime number 
and send her fl owers 
that become right angles;

suddenly there is a light
colored string attached
to all her promises.

She loves angels
angels in dark corners
ones with Cyrillic letters
written on their wings--

you can’t quite read
what it says but never
doubt the best way out

is to pretend to know her secret
and then be prepared to cut off
your legs to extend the metaphor. 
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Chasing the American Dream Eastward

There is not enough change
left for the toll road and there is
panic, fl ashing lights and sirens.

A cough and hands shake
lips tremble, then it is light
red--orange then blue-- the dark

blue of angst and regret.
The lost phone number and broken
promise--the seats are sticky

the mirror crooked. The sweat
smell in the back, stale breath
one last thought of a lingering kiss

and morning will drink the evening
stars under the table and suffer
no hangover. I don’t mind being

alone--windows locked open,
fl at broke with a swollen voice
waiting for a winged horse. 
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Under a Sweltering Sky

There are no crickets in spring,
there are no sparrows in fall--no
fortunes to be made and no mirrors
to be broken. There are no words

to be coughed up after the sun
goes down and there are no mouths
left to feed and no drinks left--
only misshapen cubes melting

slowly. The burnt orange glow
dims, dust gathers on the gallows
and there’s the sound of the last
supper being plated--the antiseptic

smell of time as it seems to stand
at attention. There is no order
to the books on the shelf--a scratch
on the wedding band. There are no

whistles or bells and the trains
are not on time but they are not late.
There are two boys looking at one
girl, there are no reasons for her

to acknowledge them and no signs
of life but there is breath that can be
heard if you whisper. There are no cars
excepting a lone cab, a  gypsy, that crawls

to the corner and parks, the driver lights
a smoke. There are no stars and no moon
there might be one more close call
but there will be no second chances.      
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The Bullfi ghter Checks Her Makeup

It will start in two hours--the forced smile
and the white noise-- the wind will smell
of death. If sin had a way out it would take
the east exit; the impresarios won’t notice,
they’re too busy watching the gate. 

The mirror is little, so little she thinks
its face could be a hole made by a bee sting.
The traje de luces waits and the Estoque
curves in the same way her lashes curve
towards the sun. She has forgotten--words

added up separately make liars of honest
whores and many times she remembered
too late that the bull cannot carry her story.
Soon she will be lost in her own memories--
a blur of movement mixed with blood and dirt.
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Fight Club

It would defi nitely be Plath
in two rounds; maybe three.
Sexton is a pussy; it takes guts
to stick your head in an oven,
even more to be married to Ted
Hughes. Starting a car and locking
the garage door; no wonder
she lacks the stamina. The crowd
has diffi culty picking a favorite
though men seem to prefer Anne.
The way she holds a cigarette
crosses her legs and opens her
mouth slightly, inviting attention.
The women don’t care, betting
on a draw, they know something
the men don’t. They know balance
between two forces can pull the moon--
they know the scent of desperation
can break silence like a whisper.
Infi delity is a last resort of women
who forget what a picture their eyes
can paint when they feel depressed.
Winter is full of promises it keeps
to itself; its bones smooth and dry--
a woman on the verge of death.
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Vernal Equinox

The last time we made love there was no moon; there were dishes
in the sink and snow on the ground. The upstairs room was unfi nished
beams and hardwood fl oors. The promises were slow and easy, 

your expectations wrapped themselves around the banister--you didn’t
want to ever forget, you said, the way back home. That night your body
was a murmur--your eyes a silence cut only by the light

from the barest of whispers. In the broken moment between breaths--
the noise that the sheets made when you moved towards me was a foreign
language only we could understand.

The shudder of the window as night announced itself
could hardly disturb the still refl ection of the trees as they swayed
themselves to sleep. There were no reasons to doubt

that everything wouldn’t last; as the fi nal drop of rain fi nished sliding
down the pane you drifted off. There was no moon, the plates could wait
and the snow would eventually melt.  
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Navigating by the Stars

rain drops
like a raven
into the street

puddles in the shape
of ships. You tell me
the slope of a bow,
is like the curve of an apple--

my trigger fi nger
presses the small
of your back.
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Drifting Too Far From Shore

I want you to tell me how many colors spoil
a sunset and what makes the sky crack
like the raw crumble of aluminum.

You say it must be seven; only prime numbers
can round the corners of regret. Any sound
fi lls the void, emptiness is the glue
that holds our fear together.

I listen for the wind to empty its mouth
into wet cotton, watch two children
play tag in the park, their arms and legs
bronze sticks cart wheeling in air.

The next door neighbor hangs
clothes on the line, a black bird
swivels its head to the right
fi lming her every move.

We are leaves that fall separately
and the edges of my wound
are dark red from the last time
the ground was frozen.

My hands are bound
by our past, the street lights
up and every stone is left unturned.
You wait for me to stray into tomorrow--
but I’m accidental and uncertain
how to return to the ordinary. 
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American Koan

I want to fall in love with no consequences
suck on a grain of sand and know the sun itself could tell me the time
if I asked the right question,
but the right one never comes to mind.

The only thought is to get more: get more money, more women
more cocaine, liquor or meth and take the Monte Carlo with its secondhand stereo,
Patti Smith screaming G-L-O-R-I-A

and the road to enlightenment would be paved
like magic and nothing would matter; arms tingling, covered with pine needles
the day would be naked, leftover

mascara on the bathroom sink and cigarette stubs at angles in the square
ashtray with a mermaid painted
on the side. The only right moments become the ones I name;

all the wrong ones have the same shape but they’re called different colors;
the rest of my ideas get caught in the crooked
black of the rear tires as I pull out of the parking lot. 
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Vanity Fair

She found her name inconvenient, whispered sweet
nothings, her tongue close to my ear-- all the ghosts
living inside her turned the night cool gray,
any ideas of an alias had long crept out the door.

I am her sculpture with chipped mouth, glazed eyes--not ready to
listen, not ready to have the bits of my life swept under
her bare feet. Everything she said was as if I were standing
in front of her shadow, my thoughts overrun by the sound
of her breath against my cheek; Hope Sandoval in the background
the window open, maybe broken. How do you love me?
she says, then turns away with a Peruvian look in her eye. 

I will wait for the next god to pin rain on cobblestones, listen
for the beat of wings against the sun-- it will be a warning and a sign
all at once. Take your time she whispers. 
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Reading from the PDR (Oxycontin)

Of all the places I’ve never been
Nepal seems the most familiar.

Trees are held up by the wind,
branches strung together
by the beat of seagulls wings

Side effects include loss of appetite,
sweating and nausea; ice chips make
cotton mouth more bearable.

The bark tends to get worse upriver,
exposed roots easy to cut open,
veins splinter when bleeding;

Skin becomes cold and clammy,
breathing diminishes, heart rate slows
and drowsiness progresses to a stupor.

A barge fl oats downstream,
leaves blow across a narrow bridge,
the wind stops and an oak tumbles.
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I Don’t Understand Your Poems Anymore

I have read about the lotus, how it unfolds
how it is used to explain the fl esh between
fi ngers. The belief that it is a blueprint
for creation, a wet sun that rises and falls,
buries itself in mud. I came to believe
petals were your small hands that could pull
my wrists together, bind them tight with rope.

A butcher block on the counter is still damp
from bleeding fruit-- your building smells
of suicide and fear of losing balance keeps
you in my fi eld of vision. The last place
to be complicated is the middle of a fi ght--
I’ll take your poems to Heliopolis, when the soil
changes color and rivers of brown water over
fl ow, your cold shoulder will become my refuge.

You told me about blue water lilies, round
spotted leaves that told a story of exquisite
chaos; you numbered the ways Persian red
could sedate any curse that might wander 
into your garden. It was the only time we kissed
and the last time you tried to explain the myth.
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If I were a painter

My fi ngers are wet with green and blue, you sit
in a small kitchen in Oregon, wonder at the curve
of the sky, your hands turn to watercolor, bottom lip
trembles; death becomes a pastel streak on linoleum fl oor.

I want to wash your feet, kiss the small of your back
and wait until the right song comes on the radio; wait
all night, all the next day and then walk to the corner
of Lake and Chicago, listen as you tell me how Surfer Rosa

is far superior to Trompe Le Monde-- I imagine the stars
are paper cuts, imagine the last few weeks a ceramic bowl
of fruit; a still life that hangs in a library or doctor’s offi ce:
children saying look, a winged horse is falling from the sky.
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